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FINRA issues new revolving-door
restriction for high-level officials

Come July 2, 2012, you will have a little less
choice in who you can select to represent your firm
before FINRAFINRAFINRAFINRAFINRA hearing officers. The reason: a new
“revolving door” rule that  FINRA recently filed
with the SECSECSECSECSEC requires high-ranking, former FINRA
officials, who are lawyers, to wait a year before they
can appear before the SRO’s adjudicatory forums on
behalf of other people.

The restriction will apply to appearances not
just before individual hearing officers, but also
before:

✔ The FINRA Board of Governors, when it is
calling a case for review;

✔ A subcommittee, review subcommittee or
extended proceeding committee of the National
Adjudicatory Council; and

✔ A hearing officer panel.

Enforcement Alert
FINRA has dinged at least one person
for ‘unbalanced’ tweets

Try to monitor Twitter to see whether your reps
are conducting securities-related business on it. If
they are — with your approval, of course — you
need to check the content of those “tweets” to ensure
they are balanced. Even if they are just tweets. FINRAFINRAFINRAFINRAFINRA
has sanctioned at least one individual so far for
misusing Twitter, based on a search of FINRA’s new
Disciplinary Actions Online Database.

A former rep for a Texas firm is about seven
months into a year-long suspension in what appears
to be the first — and so far, only — FINRA
settlement involving Twitter.  The settlement involved
other violations, too. FINRA recently gave prominent
attention to the settlement in its July 2011 Quarterly
Report of Disciplinary Cases, even though the report
didn’t mention the respondent’s name.

Pros share tips to identify conflicts in
preparation for more disclosure

Even though the SECSECSECSECSEC hasn’t issued a fiduciary
duty rule for broker-dealers, you still might want to
start identifying conflicts — in preparation for
either that rule, or some beefed up disclosure
requirements you could face from FINRAFINRAFINRAFINRAFINRA.

That was a message delivered by one of the
speakers in BD Week’s webinar, “How You Can Start
Preparing for the New Fiduciary Duty Standard
that’s Bound to Come.”

MicMicMicMicMichael Lacekhael Lacekhael Lacekhael Lacekhael Lacek, Associate General Counsel at
MetLifeMetLifeMetLifeMetLifeMetLife, described some of the actions his firm has
taken to get ready, including creating a template that
identifies conflicts, disclosures that address those

http://www.finra.org/web/groups/industry/@ip/@reg/@rulfil/documents/rulefilings/p123853.pdf
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conflicts, and areas where there are gaps.

And CarCarCarCarCarrrrrrie ie ie ie ie WWWWWisnieisnieisnieisnieisniewskiwskiwskiwskiwski, the founder of a small
BD and a consultant, suggests updating customer
information quarterly — in light of stricter
disclosure and suitability requirements looming.

MetLife has four affiliated BDs with about
10,000 reps across the country, with models ranging
from the captive model where reps are employees of
the insurance company, to the independent model
where reps are independent contractors, Lacek said.

Even though there’s no proposed fiduciary duty
rule yet, it’s prudent to begin to identify potential
conflicts and the disclosures in place, if any, to
address them, he said.

Since before Dodd-Frank was enacted, members
of Lacek’s team have been compiling an inventory of
potential conflicts of interest. As part of that process,
the team reviewed policies and procedures, and
interviewed associates across the enterprise from
compliance and the business areas including sales,
compensation, finance, and operations.

The team created a template that lists the type of
benefits a rep could receive (i.e., cash compensation,
non-cash compensation), a detailed description of the
potential conflict that could ensue from that benefit,
and the disclosure, if any, that addresses that conflict,
with a hyperlink to the disclosure for ready
accessibility. Other types of incentives listed under
benefits include annual conference recognition,
discounts on fees paid by reps, and minimum
production requirements.

The template identifies the conflicts, the
disclosures that are in place, where there are gaps,
and where enhancements are needed.

This can’t be a “once and done process” because
business can change, and additional conflicts can
emerge, Lacek said.

He suggests that BDs have a more customer-
centric approach.

Lacek said the “registered rep needs to have a
rationale based on a holistic view of a client’s
financial situation, that supports that the advice or
recommendation is in the client’s best interest, and
that rationale needs to be documented.”

He says firms might want to ask themselves:

✔ Do we currently capture the information
needed to substantiate that advice was in the client’s
best interest?

✔ Do our forms include a space to allow reps to
provide the rationale supporting why —
notwithstanding potential conflicts — the sale was
in the client’s best interest?

✔ Do compliance and the rep take a holistic
view of the client’s circumstances and needs before
making a recommendation, or does the firm limit the
review to the specific information needed to support
the sale as required by current FINRA rules and
guidance?

✔ How would the rep document the information
if a fiduciary duty is imposed?  Will the
documentation adequately capture and preserve the
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Runway cleared with completion of
three IA rules

Now that three major RIA rules spurred by
Dodd-Frank have been finalized that deal with hedge
fund advisers, family offices and private fund
registration, expect the SECSECSECSECSEC to move on to other
topics, including reform of 12b-1 fees and
harmonization of investment adviser and broker-
dealer rules.

That prediction came from Douglas ScheidtDouglas ScheidtDouglas ScheidtDouglas ScheidtDouglas Scheidt,
associate director and chief counsel within the SEC’s
Investment Management division, who addressed a
recent industry conference.

He revealed the SEC has continued to meet with
interested industry lobbyists following publication
earlier this year of its fiduciary duty study.

Scheidt said it’s likely the “Commission will act
on the study’s recommendations this year” but that
Commissioners probably will deliberate over the
harmonization aspects and delay the more
controversial idea of extending a fiduciary duty
standard similar to an IA’s to broker-dealers.
Harmonization should be pursued only where it
makes sense, he added. Examples could mean
applying similar licensing, capital, bonding and
educational requirements and supervisory structures
across the two regimes, Scheidt continued.

Another issue inching up the regulatory flagpole
because the RIA rules are out will be the
Commission’s 12b-1 fees’ proposal, predicted Scheidt.
He noted the avalanche of industry discontent with
the proposal, especially regarding service fees.
Whenever you propose a change that “affects
people’s pocketbooks, you’re going to get strong
reactions,” Scheidt said.

The SEC’s proposal that considers adopting a
floating NAV requirement for money market funds
also drew sharp disagreement from the industry,

Conflicts (cont. from pg. 2)
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basis for determining that the advice was in the
client’s best interest?

Lacek says that to answer these questions,
compliance pros can inventory their current forms,
fact-finders and sales tools to evaluate whether they
will enable reps “to gather a complete picture of the
customer’s financial circumstances and to
substantiate that their advice is in the client’s best
interest.”

MetLife also:

✔ Formed a working group with representatives
from the law department, the compliance
department, and business to monitor developments
and consider the practical implications of a potential
fiduciary duty;

✔ Created a web page for the field to keep them
current on regulatory developments, including
developments related to the standard of care;

✔ Participates actively with industry groups that
allow them to stay on top of developments, but that
also offer them the opportunity to provide input
directly to regulators;

✔ Gives senior management regular updates
about developments and potential actions for them
to consider.

Small-firm perspective
Wisniewski, the founder of Bridge CapitalBridge CapitalBridge CapitalBridge CapitalBridge Capital

AssociatesAssociatesAssociatesAssociatesAssociates near Atlanta, said compliance pros at
small firms need to start leaning on the firm’s
leadership now to get the resources they need to
meet suitability, disclosure and other requirements.

Among her suggestions and observations:

✔ Examiners will want to see detailed, general
ledgers from affiliated entities as they look for
conflicts of interest;

✔ Get written acknowledgements from
customers that they received disclosures, read it,
understand it, and that all their questions were
answered. This helps manage risks involving
customer complaints;

✔ Update customer information quarterly, a
process that will push reps to keep in frequent
touch with customers — something that will be
particularly crucial under new suitability

requirements that cover recommendations to “hold”;
and

✔  Ask your clearing firm whether it will build
disclosures into account forms and other documents.
Editor’s Note: To order a CD of the webinar, go to
www.bdweek.com. 

http://www.bdweek.com/conferences/A2103/home.html
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Scheidt recognized, but something must change. “The
industry needs to come up with a solution that
addresses … regulators’ concerns about money
market funds posing a systemic risk” to the industry,
he said. “We’re open to all suggestions. We’re looking
for a solution that works.” 

Those proceedings deal with various actions,
including disciplinary, eligibility, expedited, and cease
and desist proceedings.  The restriction would apply
even when the former FINRA official represents a
witness who isn’t the respondent but is testifying
before an adjudicator.

Under the rule, FINRA “officers” are defined as
vice presidents, senior vice presidents, and higher-
ranking FINRA officials.

FINRA notes that the rule would augment state
professional-conduct rules that generally prohibit
lawyers who represented a client’s interests from
later representing that client’s adversary.

Another provision in the rule would require
former FINRA officers to wait at least a year before
they could provide expert testimony on behalf of
another person in a FINRA forum. But the rule
doesn’t place restrictions on those former employees
testifying on behalf of FINRA.

Why FINRA’s making this change
The regulator says it’s making the change to

guard against FINRA officials appearing in such
proceedings and exerting “undue influence” in them.

“Although FINRA is not aware of any instances of
former officers exerting undue influence in FINRA’s
disciplinary and similar forums, FINRA seeks to
prevent such an incident by implementing the
Revolving Door Restrictions under the Code [of
Procedure],” the rule says.

The regulator doesn’t explain how a former
employee could exert undue influence in a FINRA
proceeding.

But Allan BacAllan BacAllan BacAllan BacAllan Bachmanhmanhmanhmanhman, the education director for
the Association of CerAssociation of CerAssociation of CerAssociation of CerAssociation of Certiftiftiftiftified Fied Fied Fied Fied Frrrrraud Examineraud Examineraud Examineraud Examineraud Examinersssss, said
individuals who leave FINRA might continue to have
social ties to those still there and they could have

some sway.

William JacobsonWilliam JacobsonWilliam JacobsonWilliam JacobsonWilliam Jacobson, director of CornellCornellCornellCornellCornell
UnivUnivUnivUnivUnivererererersity’sity’sity’sity’sity’s Securs Securs Securs Securs Securities Laities Laities Laities Laities Law Clinicw Clinicw Clinicw Clinicw Clinic, said the
restriction on serving as an expert witness seemed
“odd” but that the rule’s other provision, which
restricts appearances before an adjudicator, seems
appropriate.

“I can understand the revolving-door issue, and
that you don’t want people parlaying the fact that
they were at FINRA into leading people to think
either explicitly or implicitly that that will give some
sort of inside influence,” Jacobson said.

The restriction on being an expert witness
“seems a little bit far-fetched,” he added.

If someone leaves FINRA and gets a client in the
brokerage industry who happens to be subpoenaed
as a witness in a FINRA disciplinary case, “I’m not
sure that the same concerns would still apply about
you using some sort of influence. That seems a little
overly broad to me, but I’m not really sure how other
agencies do it,” Jacobson said.

But Bachman believes that provision is
appropriate and is a way for FINRA to protect itself.
Bachman provided this example: A FINRA official
who recently leaves the agency is used as an expert
witness by a respondent in an enforcement action.
That official could be asked to give his personal view
of the quality of FINRA investigations. If his view is
critical, that could be used in favor of the respondent
and against FINRA.

But lots can change in the course of a year, so
waiting that long before being an expert witness is
appropriate, Bachman said.He compares the rule to
some of the “non-compete” clauses seen in the
private sector.

BrBrBrBrBryyyyyan an an an an WWWWWarararararddddd, a partner in the Atlanta office of
SutherlandSutherlandSutherlandSutherlandSutherland, questioned whether a year makes much
difference.

He also said the provision that allows former
FINRA officials to testify on behalf of the regulator,
but not others, “sort of tips the scales” in its favor.

Ward, noting that the rule covers FINRA officials,
said it doesn’t cover other FINRA employees who
could have a similar potential for influence.

“It doesn’t seem to be tailored precisely to deal
with the problem that they say they’re trying to
tackle here,” he said.

Revolving door (cont. from pg. 1)
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BD Week learned that the respondent was JJJJJennennennennennyyyyy
QuyQuyQuyQuyQuyen en en en en TTTTTa.a.a.a.a.      In a settlement reached late last year, she
was fined $10,000 and suspended for a year after
FINRA determined that she violated several rules,
including failing to inform her firm’s principal that
she had a Twitter account and sending about 30
tweets about securities. Her tweets were
“unbalanced,” “overwhelmingly positive,” and
“frequently predicted an imminent price rise,” FINRA
said. In addition, Ta’s tweets failed to disclose that
she and her family members held more than 100,000
shares of the securities she was tweeting about,
Advanced Micro Devices (AMD), according to FINRA.

Ta currently isn’t associated with a FINRA firm,
according to BrokerCheck.

Among the tweets:

✔ September 9, 2009: “Keep an I on AMD ppl!
Just brke abve $5 = margins & institutional can now
‘play ball!’ Barclay upgraded to $7 ystrdy, but it
should be $10+”

✔ Nov. 18, 2009: “How accurate am I with AMD?
Just check out my tweets! The future of AMD in
2010? Ummm…I would say $12 is conservative”; and

✔ Dec. 15, 2009: “It’s going 2 b a good Xmas &
2010! Ck out AMD! Like I have said, it should be @
least a $10B co. which should be @ $15/shs. Happy
Trading!”

From at least April 2009 through December 31,
2009, Ta had a Twitter account and had more than
1,400 followers, according to the FINRA settlement
letter. During that time, she posted at least 372
tweets, with 32 of them related to the security AMD.

These violated NASD Conduct Rules 2210(b)(1),
involving principal approval of ads and sales
literature and 2210(d)(1)(A), involving fair and
balanced communications with the public, and IM-
2210-1(6)(A)(ii), which requires the disclosure of
having an interest in securities that are
recommended in ads, FINRA said.

FINRA looking at these communications
Ta’s attorney, Sylvia ScottSylvia ScottSylvia ScottSylvia ScottSylvia Scott, a partner in the Los

Angeles office of FFFFFrrrrreeman,eeman,eeman,eeman,eeman, F F F F Frrrrreeman & Smileeeman & Smileeeman & Smileeeman & Smileeeman & Smileyyyyy,
speaking in general terms, said that regulators
haven’t precisely defined what constitutes a business
communication.  An area like social media is ripe for

Tweets (cont. from pg. 1) “regulation by enforcement,” she said.

Training of staff is particularly important in this
area, Scott said, noting that FINRA’s Examination
Priorities Letter this year made it clear that firms can
expect examiners to review their supervisory
systems and recordkeeping for social media.

The case illustrates that even tweets are covered
by FINRA’s rules regarding communications with the
public, says Hank SanchezHank SanchezHank SanchezHank SanchezHank Sanchez, a senior compliance
consultant with Oyster ConsultingOyster ConsultingOyster ConsultingOyster ConsultingOyster Consulting, near Richmond,
Va.

“From the firm perspective, many firms have put
in place policies prohibiting use of social media as it
is difficult to monitor these activities, and the firms
require the representatives to attest to the fact that
they are complying with the prohibition,” Sanchez
says, noting that such communications are covered
by FINRA rules regarding communications with the
public and the social media guidance FINRA issued
last year in Regulatory Notice 10-06 .

JJJJJacacacacack Hek Hek Hek Hek Hewittwittwittwittwitt, a partner in the New York office of
McCarter & EnglishMcCarter & EnglishMcCarter & EnglishMcCarter & EnglishMcCarter & English, when asked about whether
balanced messages can be included in a tweet, said,
“If using Twitter is not going to allow for
appropriate commentary with regard to
solicitations, research, etc., then perhaps it’s not the
tool to use for that particular broker.”  Tweets have a
140-character limit.

He said firms should:

✔ Have very definitive procedures that address
your reps’ responsibilities regarding use of the
Internet;

✔ Have a very defined position regarding what
they can or can’t do on the Internet;

✔ Implement an effective disciplinary measure
to address instances where individuals violate the
procedures; and

✔ Have surveillance mechanisms to detect such
uses. A challenge many small firms face is the cost of
the technology needed to monitor some of these
communications, he said.

Whether or not to allow social networking
As for the decision to just prohibit the use of the

technology, Hewitt says, “A number of the major
firms have extensively debated over the course of the

http://www.finra.org/Industry/Regulation/Notices/2010/P120760
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last year on the issue of whether they were going to
employ it or not, and many of them are coming to
the conclusion that they have to employ it to keep
up with the marketing efforts of their competitors.”

“In turn, as the larger firms begin to employ this
technology, that will have a way of trickling
down…to the smaller firms and require the smaller
firms also to employ this technology. It is hoped that
in this timeframe – much as occurred with instant
messaging, blogging, etcetera – that the technology
will begin to catch up to this area and will provide
smaller firms with the economical ability to employ
these kinds of monitoring devices to comply with
the federal securities laws.”

Other violations FINRA alleged in the settlement
included undisclosed outside business activity, falsely
attesting that she didn’t have a personal securities
account, falsely answering “no” to the question of
whether she was affiliated with a securities firm and
failing to get approval from a firm principal for two
web sites she created that included representations
about her career accomplishments.

Whistleblower rule kicks in August 12
The SEC’SEC’SEC’SEC’SEC’sssss final rule to implement the

whistleblower program will take effect August 12,
the Commission says. After that date, individuals who
want to be considered for an award under the
program will have to submit the online TCR (Tip,
Complaint, Referral) questionnaire or the newly
approved Form-TCR. The updated online
questionnaire and Form-TCR will be accessible on
the SEC’s special whistleblower website  on
August. 12. Since July 21, 2010, when Dodd-Frank
took effect, whistleblowers have been able to submit
tips to the program in writing.

WWWWWebinar:ebinar:ebinar:ebinar:ebinar: Get up to speed on the rule’s
provisions and get practical advice about
compliance missteps that could drive employees to
the SEC’s whistleblower program during BD Week’s
July 13 webinar, What What What What What YYYYYou Need to do to Prou Need to do to Prou Need to do to Prou Need to do to Prou Need to do to Preeeeeparparparparpareeeee
YYYYYour Four Four Four Four Fiririririrm fm fm fm fm for the SEC’or the SEC’or the SEC’or the SEC’or the SEC’s Nes Nes Nes Nes New w w w w WhistlebWhistlebWhistlebWhistlebWhistleblololololowwwwwererererer
RuleRuleRuleRuleRule.....For webinar registration information, go to
www.bdweek.com.

J.P. Morgan securities accused of
rigging bond transactions

In a settlement with the SEC SEC SEC SEC SEC last week, JJJJJ.P.P.P.P.P.....
Morgan SecuritiesMorgan SecuritiesMorgan SecuritiesMorgan SecuritiesMorgan Securities agreed to pay about $51.2
million that will be sent back to municipalities or
conduit borrowers the Commission says were
defrauded through rigged municipal bond
reinvestment transactions in 31 states.  The firm also
agreed to pay $177 million to settle parallel charges
that were brought by other federal and state
authorities, the Commission said. The employees
involved have left the company, the Commission said.
In a statement, the firm said the employees who took
part concealed their conduct from management. It
has implemented a heightened supervision program,
increased surveillance, and increased antitrust, ethics
and other compliance training, it said.

http://www.sec.gov/complaint/info_whistleblowers.shtml
http://www.bdweek.com/conferences/A2137/home.html
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